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New World Library

Active Hope (revised)
How to Face the Mess We’re in without Going Crazy
Chris Johnstone
Joanna Macy
Series name:  

Ship Date   02/18/2022

Pub Date   03/14/2022

Price(s) 18.95   US Dollar
24.99   Canadian Dollar

ISBN   9781608687107

Trim Size   5.5 in x 8.5 in

Format   Paperback / softback

Page Count   288

Carton Qty   28

BISAC NATURE / Ecology
NATURE / Environmental Conservation & Protection
SCIENCE / Global Warming & Climate Change
SELF-HELP / Motivational & Inspirational
SELF-HELP / Self-Management / Stress Management

Season   Spring/Summer 2022

Catalog PGW NEW BOOK

Previous ISBN   9781577319726

Title Sales Rights

Rights Type Countries Included Countries Excluded Regions Included Regions Excluded

Exclusive WORLD

Sales Handle

Practical tools for coping with despair over climate change and environmental crisis from a legendary ecophilosopher
and a sustainability activist

Key Selling Points

Sales of the original edition, published in 2012, are over 45,000 copies.
The hugely influential life work of Joanna Macy is the subject of a new anthology edited by Stephanie Kaza, A Wild
Love for the World, published in April 2020 by Shambhala.



Newly revised to reflect the authors’ evolving thoughts as ecological crises deepen.
Provides a path toward emotional equilibrium based on Buddhism, deep ecology, and modern psychology.
The authors speak at conferences worldwide, and are seasoned workshop leaders, teaching Joanna Macy’s Work That
Reconnects.

Description

The challenges we face can be difficult even to think about. Climate change, political polarization, economic upheaval,
and mass extinction together create a planetary emergency of overwhelming proportions. Active Hope shows us how to
strengthen our capacity to face this crisis so that we can respond with unexpected resilience and creative power. Drawing
on decades of teaching an empowerment approach known as the Work That Reconnects, the authors guide us through a
transformational process informed by mythic journeys, modern psychology, spirituality, and holistic science. This
process equips us with tools to face the mess we’re in and play our role in the collective transition, or Great Turning, to a
life-sustaining society.

Author BIO

Ecophilosopher Joanna Macy, PhD, is a scholar of Buddhism, general systems theory, and deep ecology. A respected
voice in movements for peace, justice, and the environment, she interweaves her scholarship with five decades of
activism. She lives in Berkeley, California. Physician and coach Dr. Chris Johnstone is a specialist in the psychology of
resilience, happiness, and positive change. He lives in Scotland.

Author Residence

Dyke, SCT
Berkeley, CA

Author's Previous Titles

Coming Back to Life :  Molly Young Brown ,  Joanna Macy ,  9780865717756 ,  New Society Publishers ,  11/11/2014
Rilke's Book of Hours :  Anita Barrows ,  9781594481567 ,  Penguin Publishing Group ,  11/01/2005

Marketing

National radio and TV interviews
Northern California publicity and promotion
Advertising in Retailing Insight Magazine
Publicity and promotion targeting personal growth and environmental publications and blogs
Publicity and promotion in conjunction with author’s events
Promotion on author’s website www.joannamacy.net

Competitive and Comparative Titles

Title

Author
First
Name

Author
Last Name ISBN Publisher Pub Date Price Sales

On Fire: The (Burning) Case for a
Green New Deal

Naomi Klein 978198212990 Simon &
Schuster

09/17/2019 27 20000



Title

Author
First
Name

Author
Last Name ISBN Publisher Pub Date Price Sales

The Parents’ Guide to Climate
Revolution: 100 Ways to Build a
Fossil-Free Future, Raise
Empowered Kids, and Still Get a
Good Night’s Sleep

Mary DeMocker 9781608684816 New World
Library

04/17/2018 16.95 5000

Active Hope: How to Face the
Mess We're in without Going
Crazy

Joanna Macy 9781577319726 New World
Library

03/13/2012 18.95 45000

Drawdown: The Most
Comprehensive Plan Ever
Proposed to Reverse Global
Warming

Paul Hawken 9780143130444 Penguin 04/18/2017 23 125000

Review Quotes and Endorsements

Books about social and ecological change too often leave out a vital component: how do we change ourselves so that we
are strong enough to fully contribute to this great shift? Active Hope fills this gap beautifully, guiding readers on a
journey of gratitude, grief, interconnection, and, ultimately, transformation.”
 Naomi Klein, author of The Shock Doctrine

To the future beings of the twenty-second century, Active Hope might turn out to be the most important book written in
the twenty-first.”
 Bill Plotkin, author of Soulcraft and Nature and the Human Soul

More than any book I’ve read, Active Hope shows us the true dimensions of this crisis, and the way our heart and
actions can be part of the great turning toward healing. Please read this book and share it with others  for your own
awakening, for our children, and for our future.”
 Tara Brach, PhD, author of Radical Acceptance

 Active Hope is a brilliant guide to sanity and love.”
 Roshi Joan Halifax, abbot of the Upaya Zen Center

If you have despaired for our world, and if you love life, Active Hope will be for you an extraordinary blessing.”
 John Robbins, author of Diet for a New America and The Food Revolution

 Active Hope is not just a book but a gateway to transformation.”
 Jim Douglass, author of JFK and the Unspeakable



New World Library

Career Self-Care
Simple Ways to Increase Your Happiness, Success,  
and Fulfillment at Work
Minda Zetlin
Series name:  

Ship Date   04/08/2022

Pub Date   04/28/2022

Price(s) 17.95   US Dollar
23.99   Canadian Dollar

ISBN   9781608687329

Trim Size   5.5 in x 8.5 in

Format   Paperback / softback

Page Count   272

Carton Qty   24

BISAC BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Personal Success
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Careers / General
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Motivational
SELF-HELP / Personal Growth / Success

Season   Spring/Summer 2022

Catalog PGW NEW BOOK

Title Sales Rights

Rights Type Countries Included Countries Excluded Regions Included Regions Excluded

Exclusive WORLD

Key Selling Points

The author writes the “Laid-Back Leader” column for (50 million website readers each month) and contributes to
CNBC.com and Business Insider
Features dozens of real-world, real-workplace examples
Focuses not just on the nitty-gritty of daily work life but also on the personal habits and support systems that foster
career success and fulfillment
Includes the wisdom of experts the author has interviewed and collaborated with, including Google’s Chade-Meng
Tan and bestselling author and TED speaker Angela Duckworth



Description

Like the best advice from a therapist, career counselor, and savvy best friend, this practical resource details
dozens of concrete ways to improve work life in every kind of job or entrepreneurial setting

Gig economy, Zoom meeting, solopreneur. Did these terms even exist five years ago? Though our work lives have
changed, a perennial question persists: How can I be successful in my work and fulfilled in my life? As Minda Zetlin
shows, basic self-care principles are the key, and they apply in both tranquil and turbulent times. Her prescriptions are
action-ready and applicable to all. They include not just being good at your job but being good at personal branding;
taking doable steps to get from where you are to where you dream of being; cultivating both mentors and sponsors (and
knowing the difference between the two); navigating the ongoing issues of gender and race bias at work; dealing with
toxic coworkers, including bosses; and incorporating detoxifying mindfulness practices — from brief meditation breaks,
yoga, and journaling to coffee rituals or playing a musical instrument. Zetlin created Career Self-Care not as yet another
list of things to do but as an invaluable resource to call on in moments of doubt or indecision, at the end of a long day, or
at the start of any day when you need reminding of your whole-self abilities and aspirations.

Author BIO

Minda Zetlin’s articles and workshops offer research-backed advice to help ambitious people get the most out of their
careers and their lives. She is author or coauthor of several books, most recently The Geek Gap. A former president of
the American Society of Journalists and Authors (ASJA), she lives in Snohomish, Washington.

Author Residence

Snohomish, WA

Marketing

National radio and TV interviews
Metro New York publicity and promotion
Publicity and promotion targeting business publications and blogs
Publicity and promotion in conjunction with author’s events
Promotion on author’s website www.mindazetlin.com

Competitive and Comparative Titles

Title
Author First
Name

Author Last
Name ISBN Publisher Pub Date Price Sales

The Proximity
Principle

Ken Coleman 9780978562038 Ramsey Press 05/13/2019 19.99 90000

The New Rules of
Work

Alexandra Cavoulacos 9780451495679 Crown 04/18/2017 25 12000

Happy Accidents David Ahearn 9781119428565 Wiley 09/06/2017 23 15000

Seven Practices of a
Mindful Leader

Marc Lesser 9781608685196 New World
Library

02/12/2019 16.95 6500

You Do You Sarah Knight 9780316445122 Little Brown 11/21/2017 19.99 60000



New World Library

The Dharma Bum’s Guide to Western
Literature
Finding Nirvana in the Classics
Dean Sluyter
Series name:  

Ship Date   03/04/2022

Pub Date   03/29/2022

Price(s) 18.95   US Dollar
24.99   Canadian Dollar

ISBN   9781608687695

Trim Size   5.5 in x 8.5 in

Format   Paperback / softback

Page Count   312

Carton Qty   24

BISAC LITERARY CRITICISM / Comparative Literature
EDUCATION / Secondary
PHILOSOPHY / Eastern

Season   Spring/Summer 2022

Catalog PGW NEW BOOK

Title Sales Rights

Rights Type Countries Included Countries Excluded Regions Included Regions Excluded

Exclusive WORLD

Key Selling Points

Unveils the spiritual dimension of Western fiction and poetry, from Emily Dickinson and Ernest Hemingway to
Toni Morrison and J. D. Salinger, from Macbeth and Moby-Dick to The Great Gatsby and The Cat in the Hat
Like Sluyter’s previous books and the workshops he teaches throughout the U.S., the Guide builds bridges between
Dharma — authentic, traditional methods of awakening — and modern life
Sluyter’s media appearances have included National Public Radio, Oprah & Friends Radio, Coast to Coast AM, The
New York Times, New York Magazine, USA Today, Prevention, InStyle, and O: The Oprah Magazine

Description

Reveals the profound, often surprising ways the literature we love conveys the enlightenment we seek



Some of us were lucky enough to have one terrific, passionate English teacher who helped us fall in love with books.
Throw in a droll sense of humor, a love of quirky tangents, and decades of meditation with lamas and rishis, and you get
Dean Sluyter. For thirty-three years, students sat in Sluyter’s classroom having their minds opened wide. Now The
Dharma Bum’s Guide to Western Literature puts you in that classroom.

Sluyter’s habit of finding enlightenment in unexpected places started at the age of twelve, when a copy of Mad magazine
triggered his first glimpse of deep transcendence. He went on to discover how “Eastern” spirituality — the light of
nirvana — shines through Western classics as they explore themes of death and birth, despair and hope, fear and love.
With sparkling wit and irreverent wisdom, Sluyter unpacks the Dharma of Blake, Beckett, Whitman, Woolf, Twain,
Douglass, and more. His warm, down-to-earth approach will inspire you to deepen your own spiritual life and see
literature in a fresh, new way: as a path of awakening.

Author BIO

Dean Sluyter (pronounced “slighter”) has led meditation workshops and retreats since 1970, at venues ranging from Ivy
League colleges to maximum-security prisons. From 1977 to 2010, he taught English at the Pingry School in New
Jersey. Sluyter has trained with Eastern and Western sages in many traditions, including Vajrayana (Tibetan) Buddhism,
Advaita Vedanta, and Bhakti Yoga. His five previous books include Cinema Nirvana, The Zen Commandments, and
Natural Meditation. Sluyter now lives in Santa Monica, California, where he sings with the Threshold Choir, sits with
dying people, and happily zips about on his Vespa.

Author Residence

Santa Monica, CA

Author's Previous Titles

Natural Meditation :  Dean Sluyter ,  9780399171413 ,  Penguin Publishing Group ,  02/24/2015
Fear Less :  Dean Sluyter ,  9780143130277 ,  Penguin Publishing Group ,  03/20/2018
Cinema Nirvana :  Dean Sluyter ,  9781400049745 ,  Crown ,  02/22/2005
9780874779059
The Zen Commandments :  Dean Sluyter ,  9781585420841 ,  Penguin Publishing Group ,  03/19/2001

Marketing

National radio and TV interviews
Metro New York publicity and promotion
Publicity and promotion targeting spirituality publications and blogs
Publicity and promotion in conjunction with author’s events
Promotion on author’s website www.deansluyter.com

Competitive and Comparative Titles

Title

Author
First
Name

Author
Last
Name ISBN Publisher Pub Date Price Sales



Title

Author
First
Name

Author
Last
Name ISBN Publisher Pub Date Price Sales

Cinema Nirvana: Enlightenment
Lessons from the Movies

Dean Sluyter 9781400049745 Crown /
Random House

02/22/2005 15 5000

Natural Meditation: A Guide to
Effortless Meditative Practice

Dean Sluyter 9780399171413 Tarcher /
Penguin

02/24/2015 15.95 10000

Fear Less: Living Beyond Fear,
Anxiety, Anger, and Addiction

Dean Sluyter 9780143130277 Tarcher /
Penguin

03/20/2018 16 5000

How to Read Literature Like a
Professor: A Lively and
Entertaining Guide to Reading
Between the Lines

Thomas Foster 9780062301673 HarperCollins 02/25/2014 17.99 800000

Review Quotes and Endorsements

“Dean Sluyter is in the grand tradition of authors who interpret traditional enlightenment teachings and apply them to
modern Western life. In  Natural Meditation, he accomplishes that task with a rare combination of insight, clarity, wit,
and pragmatic common sense. … Sluyter knows as much about clear, concise, captivating prose as he does about the
nuances of meditation.”
— L.A. Yoga

“[ The Zen Commandments] is extremely well written and joyously entertaining.”
— Publishers Weekly

“You’re not in for one hand clapping. Rather, it’s both hands clapping for joy in The Zen Commandments.”
— New York Times

“Equal parts inspiring, quirky, fascinating, and fun, Cinema Nirvana will make you look at film and faith in a new light.”
— Dallas Morning News

“With a knack for creative genius, Dean is a wonderful source of real-life, useful, news-you-can-use information. Dean
is a buddha … a poet and a teacher.”
— Dr. Mehmet Oz, Oprah & Friends Radio



New World Library

Empowered, Sexy, and Free
Discover Your Unique Brilliance and Dare to  
Be the Creatrix of Your Life
Jolie Dawn
Series name:  

Ship Date   01/07/2022

Pub Date   02/01/2022

Price(s) 16.95   US Dollar

22.99   Canadian Dollar

ISBN   9781608686643

Trim Size   5.5 in x 8.5 in

Format   Paperback / softback

Page Count   256

Carton Qty   24

BISAC BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / Inspiration & Personal Growth
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / New Thought
SELF-HELP / Motivational & Inspirational
SELF-HELP / Personal Growth / Success

Season   Winter 2022

Catalog PGW NEW BOOK

Title Sales Rights

Rights Type Countries Included Countries Excluded Regions Included Regions Excluded

Exclusive WORLD

Key Selling Points

Jolie Dawn is a successful self-published author and the creator of the annual Dare to Prosper Challenge, attended
by women globally
Addresses every aspect of contemporary women’s racial, sexual, and economic challenges
Shows how to get beyond triggers, criticism, addiction, limiting beliefs, and self-doubt to powerful selfhood
Includes practical daily tools such as affirmations, meditations, and mindset teachings for a new generation of
readers
Empowers every woman to live her deepest truth with purpose, freedom, and creativity



Description

A delightfully fresh and irreverent take on living well, based not on changing you but on fully being you

What would you do if you felt confident in any room? If you woke each morning feeling a sense of peace and direction?
If you had a career you loved, relationships that nurtured you, financial stability, and good health? This is not an
unattainable fantasy or daydream, because, as Jolie Dawn shows and as Glinda the Good Witch in The Wizard of Oz
noted, you have always had the power to do and be exactly that; you just didn’t know it. It has always been right there,
inside you.

As Dawn also shows, to awaken your inner power, you may have to release a little “energetic baggage” (or maybe a lot):
difficult family dynamics, arguments with your partner, work woes, indeed every lousy thing that has ever happened to
you or that you have done. That process, Dawn admits, “won’t necessarily be comfortable.” But, she promises and
shows, “everything that you want for yourself is on the other side of your fear.”

Dawn fearlessly shares her personal stories of addiction, family trauma, internalized sexual shame, debilitating self-
doubt, and fear in a way that anyone who has ever felt less than or out of control can relate to. She offers a
contemporary, sometimes surprising take on things like ego, energy, sexuality, God, and manifestation in a way that will
speak to diverse readers, who will discover the promise of bountiful love, contagious hope, and full mind-body-spirit
fun.

Author BIO

Jolie Dawn is the creator of the largest online women’s prosperity meditation gathering, the Dare to Prosper Challenge,
and was named by Pacific magazine as one of San Diego’s top “30(ish) Under 30(ish)” entrepreneurs. An intuitive coach
and writer, she currently contributes to Entrepreneur, and her self-published Empowered Women series has reached
thousands. Her own journey of self-discovery and spirituality has led her to speak to thousands of other women with her
message of fulfillment. When she isn’t traveling, she lives in Austin, Texas.

Author Residence

Austin, TX

Marketing

National radio and TV interviews
Targeting millennial-centric news outlets
Publicity and promotion targeting self-help and women’s publications and blogs
Publicity and promotion in conjunction with author’s events
Promotion on author’s website, https://joliedawn.com

Competitive and Comparative Titles

Title
Author First
Name

Author Last
Name ISBN Publisher Pub Date Price Sales

Super Attractor Gabrielle Bernstein 9781401957162 Hay House 09/24/2019 25.99 100000

Girl, Stop Apologizing Rachel Hollis 9781400209606 HarperCollins 03/05/2019 24.99 990000



Title
Author First
Name

Author Last
Name ISBN Publisher Pub Date Price Sales

Self-Love Workbook
for Women

Megan Logan 9781647397296 Rockridge
Press

09/29/2020 15.99 150000

Everything Is
Figureoutable

Marie Forleo 9780525534990 Penguin 03/10/2013 25 95000



New World Library

Holy Love
The Essential Guide to Soul-Fulfilling 
Relationships 
Adam Foley and Elisa Romeo

Series name:  

Ship Date   01/14/2022

Pub Date   02/08/2022

Price(s) 17.95   US Dollar
23.99   Canadian Dollar

ISBN   9781608688029

Trim Size   5.5 in x 8.5 in

Format   Paperback / softback

Page Count   312

Carton Qty   24

BISAC FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Marriage & Long-Term Relationships
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Love & Romance
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / Inspiration & Personal Growth
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / Sacred Sexuality
SELF-HELP / Personal Growth / Happiness

Season   Winter 2022

Catalog PGW NEW BOOK

Title Sales Rights

Rights Type Countries Included Countries Excluded Regions Included Regions Excluded

Exclusive WORLD

Key Selling Points

Practices enhance and heighten every type of relationship — intimate, family, friendship, workplace
The happily married authors have a newsletter and social network that reaches 50,000
The authors host the Holy & Human podcast and YouTube channel, are frequent guests on other podcasts, and offer
popular workshops and retreats online, at retreat centers, and from their home on Bainbridge Island

Description

A therapist and acclaimed author and her somatic practitioner husband present a down-to-earth yet wondrously



spiritual path to finding and sustaining lasting love

Why, despite a plethora of manuals, programs, and techniques, do so many of us struggle to find and maintain healthy,
loving relationships? The authors here persuasively posit that it’s because we don’t involve the soul. Their suggestions,
refined through their combined experience with thousands of clients in psychology, spirituality, mindfulness, and
somatics, emphasize that we can’t live as “soul mates” if we don’t first know ourselves as souls. They illuminate the
ways in which we are informed by a cultural set of rules about what love “should” look and feel like rather than what
love actually is.

Both visionary and practical, this groundbreaking new method is an invitation to radical self-discovery, profound
growth, and fulfilling love. It offers immediate support for deepening relationship and increasing intimacy by connecting
to an often-untapped wellspring of generosity, wisdom, and insight. As Romeo and Foley show, connecting on the soul
level isn’t an out-there, only-for-a-few concept but a practice that anyone can learn. Love, they assert, is our spiritual
superpower. In Holy Love they teach readers how to use it.

This profound yet practical and often fun manual will activate readers’ intuition, enabling them to navigate common
relationship issues, effectively communicate, discern who truly belongs in their lives, and even experience soul sex.
Theirs is an invitation to a whole-self-holy-self-and-other love that is life sustaining and lasting.

Author BIO

Elisa Romeo is a licensed marriage and family therapist, an intuitive, and the author of Meet Your Soul: A Powerful
Guide to Connect with Your Most Sacred Self. After experiencing a terrorist bombing while living in India, Adam Foley
trained with world-renowned gurus and became a certified somatic practitioner and yoga instructor. The couple lives
with their two children on Bainbridge Island, Washington.

Author Residence

Bainbridge Island, WA

Author's Previous Titles

Meet Your Soul: A Powerful Guide to Connect with Your Most Sacred Self :  9781401943424 ,  Hay House , 
03/03/2015

Marketing

National radio and TV interviews
Publicity and promotion targeting psychology and spirituality publications and blogs
Publicity and promotion in conjunction with author’s events
Promotion on author’s website, holyandhuman.com

Competitive and Comparative Titles

Title
Author
First Name

Author Last
Name ISBN Publisher Pub Date Price Sales

Meet Your Soul Elisa Romeo 9781401943424 Hay House 03/03/2015 18.99 7500



Title
Author
First Name

Author Last
Name ISBN Publisher Pub Date Price Sales

The Four Laws of Love Jimmy Evans 9781950113194 Xo
Publishers

02/11/2020 27.99 40000

Eight Dates John Gottman 9781523504466 Workman 02/05/2019 24.95 150000

We Do Stan Tatkin 9781622038930 Sounds True 12/01/2018 17.95 14000

The Seven Secrets to
Healthy, Happy
Relationships

Don Miguel Luiz Jr 9781938289828 Red Wheel
Weiser

10/22/2018 17.95 24000



New World Library

Medium Mentor
10 Powerful Techniques to Awaken Divine 
Guidance for Yourself and Others
MaryAnn DiMarco
Foreword by    Gabrielle Bernstein

Series name:  

Ship Date   03/11/2022

Pub Date   04/04/2022

Price(s) 17.95   US Dollar
23.99   Canadian Dollar

ISBN   9781608687633

Trim Size   5.5 in x 8.5 in

Format   Paperback / softback

Page Count   256

Carton Qty   24

BISAC

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / Parapsychology / ESP (Clairvoyance, Precognition,
Telepathy)
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / Channeling & Mediumship
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / Inspiration & Personal Growth
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / Ancient Mysteries & Controversial Knowledge
SELF-HELP / Motivational & Inspirational
SELF-HELP / Spiritual

Season   Spring/Summer 2022

Catalog PGW NEW BOOK

Title Sales Rights

Rights Type Countries Included Countries Excluded Regions Included Regions Excluded

Exclusive WORLD

Key Selling Points

The author has been a featured expert for The New York Times, The Dr. Oz Show, Good Day New York, Women’s
Health, Elle, and many other online and print media
A speaker at #1 New York Times bestselling author Gabrielle Bernstein’s Masterclass, DiMarco offers private
readings (with a six-year waiting list), one-on-one mentoring, group events, and workshops around the world



Presents techniques that allow readers to access Spirit in ways that ease stress and anxiety, build self-confidence,
and facilitate meaningful personal and collective change

Description

Shows how to tap into the soul’s innate abilities that we all yearn for and need — and that are ready and waiting
for us — to live our best lives and responsibly serve others

How would your life be different if you knew that you had the private phone number of the wisest, truest, most loving
adviser possible? If you knew that your every thought, word, and action might be guided to help you and others?
MaryAnn DiMarco shows that this kind of dream is ready to be realized by all of us.

From a very young age, DiMarco began hearing, seeing, and feeling Spirit and developing spiritual practices and skills,
including meditation, intuition, and channeling. She has since shared these skills with others, teaching and mentoring
thousands. Crucial to DiMarco’s teaching is the idea that everyone has a universal team of spirit guides and the innate
ability to communicate with them. In Medium Mentor, she shares how to awaken and use these latent gifts. Through a
series of easy-to-use techniques, readers learn to:

recognize, access, and use intuition
translate the signs and symbols that abound in everyday life
ask for guidance, believe in it, and act on it
bypass ego and fear
maintain boundaries while connecting with others

Regardless of what we call the universal energy DiMarco describes — insight from beings on the other side, God,
Source, light, or simply the universe — tapping into it is irrefutably life-changing. Best of all, when we do so, we not
only enhance our own lives but also build bridges of love and connection that are incalculably diffusive and beneficial to
the world at large.

Author BIO

MaryAnn DiMarco is an internationally recognized psychic medium, healer, spiritual teacher, and the author of
Believe, Ask, Act: Divine Steps to Raise Your Intuition, Create Change, and Discover Happiness. In addition to her high-
profile work on diverse media platforms, she teaches more than 250 students per year — both individually and via
virtual workshops. She lives on the North Fork of Long Island with her husband and two children. Gabrielle Bernstein
is the New York Times bestselling author of The Universe Has Your Back. She lives in New York City.

Author Residence

NY

Author's Previous Titles

Believe, Ask, Act :  MaryAnn DiMarco ,  9781623366643 ,  Rodale Books ,  09/20/2016

Marketing

National radio and TV interviews
Metro New York publicity and promotion



Advertising in Retailing Insight Magazine
Publicity and promotion targeting metaphysics and women’s publications and blogs
Publicity and promotion in conjunction with author’s events
Promotion on author’s website www.maryanndimarco.com

Competitive and Comparative Titles

Title
Author First
Name

Author Last
Name ISBN Publisher Pub Date Price Sales

The Universe Has Your
Back

Gabrielle Bernstein 9781401946555 Hay House 12/31/2018 16.99 110000

Signs: The Secret
Language of the Universe

Laura Lynne Jackson 9780399591617 Dial Press 06/02/2020 18 75000

The Empath's Survival
Guide

Judith Orloff 9781683642114 Sounds
True

09/04/2018 17.95 135000

Believe Ask Act MaryAnn DiMarco 9781623366643 Rodale 09/20/2016 25.99 5000

Living in a Mindful
Universe

Eben Alexander 9781635650655 Rodale 10/17/2017 17.99 26000

Review Quotes and Endorsements

“I am blessed to call MaryAnn DiMarco my medium mentor. Over the years, she’s spent countless hours guiding me to
trust and interpret the spiritual messages I receive. Her commitment to my spiritual growth has given me the confidence
to trust what I hear and follow Spirit with unwavering faith. Thanks to her guidance, I am in constant contact with Spirit
every day. She’s taught me how to tune in to my guides whenever I need their support. If you’re ready to claim your own
spiritual connection, let MaryAnn DiMarco be your medium mentor too. Read the book and thank me later.”
— Gabrielle Bernstein, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Universe Has Your Back



New World Library

Memoir as Medicine
The Healing Power of Writing Your Messy, Imperfect,
Unruly (but Gorgeously Yours) Life Story
Nancy Slonim Aronie
Series name:  

Ship Date   02/18/2022

Pub Date   03/15/2022

Price(s) 17.95   US Dollar
23.99   Canadian Dollar

ISBN   9781608688074

Trim Size   5.5 in x 8.5 in

Format   Paperback / softback

Page Count   256

Carton Qty   24

BISAC

LANGUAGE ARTS & DISCIPLINES / Writing / Nonfiction (incl. Memoirs)
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / Personal Memoirs
SELF-HELP / Creativity

Season   Spring/Summer 2022

Catalog PGW NEW BOOK

Title Sales Rights

Rights Type Countries Included Countries Excluded Regions Included Regions Excluded

Exclusive WORLD

Key Selling Points

Innovative insights, examples, and step-by-step prompts guide readers to write
The author has taught Writing from the Heart workshops for forty-five years
Includes examples from the author’s writing featured on NPR’s All Things Considered
The author is the founder of the Chilmark Writing Workshop on Martha’s Vineyard and gives workshops at
Kripalu, Omega, Esalen, and numerous other venues

Description

A wonderfully fresh and frank guide to why and how to write personal stories that will heal, liberate, inspire —



and entertain — both writer and reader

Writing has been medicine for Nancy Slonim Aronie. At nine months old, her son Dan was diagnosed with diabetes.
Then, at twenty-two, he was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis. During the years she and her husband took care of Dan,
and when he died at age thirty-eight, Aronie could not find the book she needed. So she wrote her memoir.

In her decades of teaching memoir writing, Aronie has found that everyone has a story to tell and that telling it is
important. Being willing to share “this is who I am, these are the things that shaped me, this is where I am now” allows a
kind of magic and healing to happen. Over decades of self-healing and teaching, Aronie has created a set of prompts,
directions, and examples that show readers how to:

get to the heart of what they need to say — and say it effectively
experience the loss of regret and shame, as well as deep sorrow
understand procrastination and move past the fear of writing
tell their stories in ways that create an incomparable legacy for children and grandchildren
treasure the way their writing can help others heal

Famed memoirist and journal writer May Sarton wrote, “So perhaps we write toward what we will become from where
we are.” Aronie here shows that we can also write through where we have been and into deep understanding, profound
healing, and even unexpected joy.

Author BIO

Nancy Slonim Aronie is the author of Writing from the Heart. She has been a regular contributor to National Public
Radio’s All Things Considered. She was recognized for excellence in teaching all three years she taught at Harvard
University for Robert Coles. Aronie has joined with physicians and writers from Columbia University’s program in
narrative medicine to lead workshops using her Writing from the Heart. She lives on Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts.

Author Residence

Chilmark, MA

Author's Previous Titles

9781720323969

Marketing

National radio and TV interviews
New England publicity and promotion
Advertising in Poets & Writers and Writer Magazine
Publicity and promotion targeting writing and creativity publications and blogs
Publicity and promotion in conjunction with author’s events
Promotion on author’s website www.chilmarkwritingsworkshop.com

Competitive and Comparative Titles



Title

Author
First
Name

Author Last
Name ISBN Publisher Pub Date Price Sales

The Art of Memoir Mary Karr 9780062223074 Harper 09/06/2016 15.99 70000

The Story You Need to Tell:
Writing to Heal from Trauma,
Illness, or Loss

Sandra Marinella 9781608684830 New World
Library

05/16/2017 17.95 7000

Opening Up by Writing It Down:
How Expressive Writing
Improves Health and Eases
Emotional Pain

James W. Pennebaker 9781462524921 Guilford
Press

07/25/2016 16.95 30000

Writing from the Heart: Tapping
the Power of Your Inner Voice

Nancy Slonim
Aronie

9781720323969 Hachette 02/23/1998 19.99 15000

Review Quotes and Endorsements

“The unqualified success of Memoir as Medicine lies in the authenticity of the author’s voice: it’s tough yet vulnerable,
sad but funny, simultaneously self-critical and self-assured, and one hundred percent truthful.”

— Wally Lamb, author of I Know This Much Is True and five other New York Times
bestsellers

“Nancy Aronie writes from a large heart and a powerful brain, which is why her new book is so quickly becoming an
essential addition to fine literature. The work is a frontrunner and so is she.”
— Robert S. Brustein, theatre critic, producer, playwright, and founder of the Yale Repertory Theatre

“Masterfully weaves sacred sorrow with irreverent wit, perennial wisdom with personal vulnerability, a transformational
narrative with magnificent writing. Nancy Aronie’s voice, seasoned by decades of teaching writing and cultivating what
her teacher Ram Dass called ‘loving awareness,’ is pitch-perfect.”

— Mirabai Starr, author of Caravan of No Despair: A Memoir of Loss &
Transformation and Wild Mercy: Living the Fierce & Tender Teachings of
the Women Mystics

“Nancy Aronie’s disarmingly intimate, deeply insightful, uniquely funny and profoundly moving book is a ‘must-read’!
Memoir as Medicine unfolds in a myriad of unexpected ways...and yet somehow, precisely reconnects us to our own
personal quest for purpose, truth, and meaning.”
— Tony Shaloub, Golden Globe, Emmy, and Tony Award winning actor
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Key Selling Points

A fascinating exploration of Buddhist ethics and how it is inextricably linked to the concept of nonduality
The author’s iconoclastic books, including Hardcore Zen, Sit Down and Shut Up, and Don’t Be a Jerk, have sold
more than 150,000 copies
The author is the founder of the Angel City Zen Center in Los Angeles and teaches internationally each year

Description

A real, relatable, and reader-friendly guide to Zen Buddhist ethics for modern times

In the West, Zen Buddhism has a reputation for paradoxes that defy logic. In particular, the Buddhist concept of



nonduality — the realization that everything in the universe forms a single, integrated whole — is especially difficult for
outsiders to grasp. In The Other Side of Nothing, Zen teacher Brad Warner untangles the mystery and explains
nonduality in plain English. To Warner, this is not just a philosophical problem: nonduality forms the bedrock of Zen
ethics, and once we comprehend it, many of the perplexing aspects of Zen suddenly make sense.

Drawing on decades of Zen practice, he traces the interlocking relationship between Zen metaphysics and ethics,
showing how a true understanding of reality — and the ultimate unity of all things — instills in us a sense of
responsibility for the welfare of all beings. When we realize that our feeling of separateness from others is illusory, we
have no desire to harm any creature.

Warner tackles his subject with verve, wit, and a dash of loopy humor, always handling heavy themes with a light touch.
In clear and simple language, he illustrates Zen principles by using personal stories, Western psychology, and traditional
Buddhist parables (with an occasional nod to pop culture). He also introduces readers to fundamental Buddhist doctrines
such as the Four Noble Truths and the Eightfold Path and then discusses their relevance to present-day concerns. The
result is an expansive overview of the Zen ethos that will give beginners and experts alike a deeper understanding of one
of the world’s most enduring spiritual traditions.

Author BIO

Born in Ohio, Brad Warner grew up in Kenya and later moved to Japan for eleven years, where he was ordained as a Zen
monk. He began practicing zazen when he was eighteen and later became a dharma heir of the Zen Buddhist priest and
teacher Gudo Nishijima Roshi. When not practicing zazen, he makes films and videos for his YouTube channel, blogs,
plays bass guitar in a punk band, and teaches classes about Zen at the Angel City Zen Center in Los Angeles.

Author Residence

Los Angeles, CA

Marketing

National radio and TV interviews
Advertising in Tricycle and Lion’s Roar
Publicity and promotion targeting Buddhist and personal growth publications and blogs
Publicity and promotion in conjunction with author’s speaking engagements
Promotion on author’s website, www.hardcorezen.info

Review Quotes and Endorsements

Praise for Brad Warner’s most recent book,Letters to a Dead Friend about Zen

“Warner is unafraid of sharing his own beliefs and doubts and freely questions Buddhism itself. While loaded with pop
culture references and dark humor, his explanations of Zen philosophy are steeped in tradition, well researched, and
ultimately respectful of the practice. . . . Warner’s voice is much needed in American Buddhism.”
— Library Journal

“Warner provides an intimate, candid reflection of his Zen practice and his career as a writer and speaker in this touching
work. . . . Honest and forthright, Warner’s trademark irreverent voice is present throughout.”



— Publishers Weekly

Praise for the books of Brad Warner

“Brad Warner frames Buddhism with something that touches my soul on the very deepest level — humor!”
— Vicky Jenson, director of Shrek

“Fresh, edgy, and insightful.”
— Stephen Batchelor, author of Buddhism Without Beliefs

“There are plenty of ‘Buddhist/Spiritual’ authors on the market who will gladly sell you a pat on the back. Brad Warner
is not one of those.”
— D. Randall Blythe, lead screamer, Lamb of God

“While Warner’s approach to Dogen may be unorthodox, its freshness might be exactly what the doctor ordered for
anyone wanting a way in to the old monk’s still fresh perspective.”
— Adam Frank, 13.7: Cosmos & Culture blog, NPR.org

“Brad Warner cuts through the bullshit and writes with simple clarity, common sense, and humor about the most
misunderstood of all spiritual paths.”
— John Horgan, author of Rational Mysticism
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Key Selling Points

One in five adults report chronic pain despite medication
Americans spend $35 billion a year, out-of-pocket, in search of nonopioid solutions to their back, muscle, and joint
pain
The author’s Relief-5R program has helped hundreds regain function and ease pain by combining state-of-the-art
science with integrative lifestyle approaches
The author is the medical director of the Orthopaedic Integrative Health Center at Rothman Orthopaedics and
teaches at Thomas Jefferson University
The author studied acupuncture at Harvard University and wellness at Stanford University, and incorporates



mindfulness, nutrition, and movement in her program

Description

A patient-proven approach to pain prevention, relief, and eradication without medication, surgery, or special
equipment

Most of us are acquainted with everyday aches and pains. Some of us, after an injury, after surgery, after COVID, or
even without an event, know a different kind of pain — one that lingers and doesn’t respond to medications. It keeps us
from living a full life. As Dr. Saloni Sharma shows, all of us can learn to prevent, ease, and even triumph over pain.
With empathy and solid scientific insight, Sharma offers a personalized five-step pain relief program built on what she
calls “microboosts,” little steps that add up to big pain relief. Her techniques help readers:

understand the unique aspects of their pain
visualize doing their most cherished activities without pain
easily incorporate food changes to alleviate pain and inflammation
move better, at home and at work, to release natural neurochemical painkillers
recharge and recover through sleep, mindfulness, stress reduction, and supportive social relationships

All of Sharma’s techniques are illustrated with inspiring patient examples and personal stories, creating the kind of
practical, warm, and inspiring doctor visit we all might hope for, only in book form. Her methods allow readers not only
to imagine but also to create, step-by-step, the pain-free life they deserve.

Author BIO

Saloni Sharma, MD, LAc, is double board-certified in pain management and rehabilitation medicine. She is the medical
director and founder of the Orthopaedic Integrative Health Center at Rothman Orthopaedics and has treated thousands of
patients. She is also cochair of Pain Management and Spine Rehabilitation for the American Academy of Physical
Medicine and Rehabilitation. A popular speaker at Google and an award-winning clinical assistant professor at Thomas
Jefferson University Hospital, she lives near Philadelphia.

Author Residence

Philadelphia, PA

Marketing

National radio and TV interviews
Philadelphia area publicity and promotion
Advertising in Spirituality & Health
Publicity and promotion targeting health and wellness publications and blogs
Publicity and promotion in conjunction with author’s events
Promotion on author’s website salonisharmamd.com

Competitive and Comparative Titles

Title
Author First
Name

Author Last
Name ISBN Publisher Pub Date Price Sales



Title
Author First
Name

Author Last
Name ISBN Publisher Pub Date Price Sales

Healing Back Pain John E. Sarno 9781538712610 Hachette 02/27/2018 9.99 23000

Live Pain Free Lee Albert 9781940013497 Dudley Cou 02/15/2018 29.95 28000

Stop the Pain: The Six
to Fix

Scott Hannen 9781640889040 Nori Media
Group

01/02/2020 17.99 13000

Pain Management
Workbook

Rachel Zoffness 9781684036448 New
Harbinger

12/01/2020 24.95 5000

Heal Your Headache David Buchholz 9780761125662 Workman 01/15/2019 14.95 150000
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Key Selling Points

First-time author Naz Beheshti was mentored by Steve Jobs and learned directly from the Dalai Lama, Deepak Chopra,
Andrew Weil, Michael Pollan, Iyanla Vanzant, Marion Nestle, and other luminaries
The author has presented these techniques in workshops at Nike, JPMorgan Chase, Omega Institute, UCSF, Columbia
University, and Stanford University
The author is a regular Forbes contributor and has published more than 100 articles on mindful leadership and corporate
wellness

Description

A leading-edge guide to how well-being drives success across all aspects of life

CEO, executive wellness coach, and thought leader Naz Beheshti distills the most valuable lessons she learned from her
first boss and mentor, Steve Jobs, into a holistic method to live your best life. Presenting the highly effective framework



that Beheshti has used with clients for over a decade, this book is a guide for self-discovery, better choices, and
purposeful growth.

Now more than ever, when stress and burnout are ubiquitous, we must access our authentic self by closing the gap
between leading with our head and our heart. When we integrate every aspect of our life (career, relationships, self-care,
and self-development) and fuel that ecosystem as a whole, we can both be well and do well. Rooted in neuroscience,
mindfulness, and positive psychology, Pause. Breathe. Choose. offers more than eighty proven strategies to improve
yourself and your workplace and achieve sustainable success.

When you become the CEO of your well-being you will:

master mindfulness to access your authentic self and make better choices
strengthen emotional intelligence to cultivate stronger connections
upgrade your mindset and behavior to take charge of your life
manage stress and build resilience to bounce forward and thrive
connect your head and your heart to lead with passion and purpose
gain greater energy, clarity, and creativity to navigate change and growth with confidence
improve leadership effectiveness, employee well-being and engagement, and company culture 

Author BIO

Naz Beheshti, the CEO and founder of Prananaz, is an executive wellness coach, speaker, and Forbes contributor with
more than one hundred published articles on mindful leadership and corporate wellness. Prananaz provides corporate
wellness solutions that improve leadership effectiveness, employee well-being and engagement, and company culture.
Beheshti has more than twenty years of experience working at Fortune 500 companies, learning firsthand from
luminaries ranging from Steve Jobs to the Dalai Lama, and consulting with and coaching international business leaders,
entrepreneurs, startups, universities, and major global organizations. She also cofounded Rise2Shine, a nonprofit helping
to alleviate children’s suffering in Haiti. Beheshti lives in New York City with her husband.

nazbeheshti.com
prananaz.com

Author Residence

New York City, NY

Marketing

National radio and TV interviews
Metro New York publicity and promotion
Publicity and promotion targeting business and self-help publications and blogs
Advertising in Retailing Insight, Mindful, and Tricycle
Publicity and promotion in conjunction with author’s events
Promotion on author’s website, www.Prananaz.com

Competitive and Comparative Titles



Title
Author First
Name

Author Last
Name ISBN Publisher Pub Date Price Sales

Seven Secrets of a
Mindful Leader

Marc Lesser 9781608685196 New World
Library

2019-02-12 16.95 8141

The Art of Connection Michael Gelb 9781608684496 New World
Library

2017-09-19 16.95 6694

Find Your Way Simon Sinek 9780143111726 Portfolio 2017-09-05 20 1500000

Option B Sheryl Sandberg 9781524732684 Random
House

2017-04-24 25.95 500000

Presence Amy Cuddy 9780316256582 Hachette 2018-01-30 17.99 75000

Review Quotes and Endorsements

“Naz Beheshti’s book, Pause. Breathe. Choose., provides practical tools to unlock your highest potential for total well-
being.”
— Deepak Chopra , author of Total Meditation

“ Pause. Breathe. Choose. is a go-to guide for anyone who wants to take charge of their life and reach their true
potential. You’ll be delighted by the beautiful prose and the helpful structure of each chapter. I urge you to let this
wonderful book be a game changer for you.”
— BJ Fogg, PhD , New York Times bestselling author of Tiny Habits and behavior scientist, Stanford University

“ Pause. Breathe. Choose. The title itself conveys everything we need to know to become more thoughtful and fulfilled
in work and life. Naz Beheshti’s new book reminds us that the pursuit of doing well need not get in the way of well-
being. Anyone seeking more fulfillment in their life will find something in this book to help.”
— Amy C. Edmondson , professor, Harvard Business School, and author of The Fearless Organization: Creating
Psychological Safety in the Workplace for Learning, Innovation, and Growth

“When I was the chief medical officer of Johnson & Johnson, we operated with the belief that well-being is mission
critical. Driving and promoting well-being is about helping each person bring out their best, front and center. Everyone
can be their best self regardless of how they look, where they are, or what their profession is. I’ve had the honor of
working with Naz Beheshti on several well-being projects, and after reading her new book, Pause. Breathe. Choose., I
believe it brings tremendous value to leaders in the industry who recognize that good health is good business. Naz has
eloquently articulated a roadmap to living well and being well, as well as demonstrating the ‘how’ for leaders to apply
well-being principles and create a strong culture of health within their organizations. I highly recommend you read and
implement this book!”
— Fikry Isaac, MD, MPH , former chief medical officer and head of global health services, Johnson & Johnson

“ Pause. Breathe. Choose. is an engaging read, with relevant stories and practical tools. It helped me pause and think
about what’s most important to me. Naz Beheshti shares a roadmap of small steps that can bring positive energy to every
aspect of our lives — challenges and opportunities; work and personal life; physical, mental, and emotional well-being.”
— Avid Modjtabai , former senior executive vice president, Wells Fargo

“This book offers valuable tools to help you deal with all the craziness. Too often we just keep running on the treadmill



without thinking about what is really going on. Pausing and becoming more aware is the key — the key to everything. If
you want to embody the phrase ‘the journey is the reward,’ you really ought to read this book!”
— Mike Slade , partner and cofounder, Second Avenue Partners, and former strategic advisor to Steve Jobs

“Many business leaders forget one important aspect of leading others, and that is to lead with both the head and the
heart. Naz Beheshti has studied the techniques of the best leaders and combined that knowledge with her unique style
and innovation to present an effective method to integrate every aspect of your best self into your career and life. Read
this book and you’ll gain confidence in leadership, and your well-being will skyrocket!”
— Sari Feinberg, senior media and entertainment marketing executive

“Naz Beheshti’s book, Pause. Breathe. Choose., is a must-read for executives, leaders, and everyone who wants to thrive
professionally and personally. The actionable, practical suggestions in the book are gems!”
— Behnam Tabrizi , Stanford University’s world-renowned expert in transformation

“This book helps us take back our power at a time in history when we have been conditioned to place achievement and
success over all else. The pressure to succeed and achieve in our society is immense, and with the global pandemic it has
intensified to an unbearable degree. Well-being and health are truly our greatest wealth, and Naz Beheshti provides a
roadmap back to our authentic selves, our greatest potential, true success, and vibrant well-being. Pause. Breathe.
Choose. is a gift to anyone who feels stuck, overwhelmed, powerless, or defeated in career or life in general. As
empowering as it is enlightening, this book will help set in motion a new generation of thrivers.”
— Kelly Noonan Gores , writer/director of the HEAL documentary

“Naz Beheshti’s insights into overcoming the challenges and obstacles that get in the way of achieving our goals,
pursuing our dreams, and experiencing fulfillment provide both a starting point and a roadmap for taking control of one’s
life, career, and well-being. Through her experience working for the iconic Steve Jobs, serving in roles at several
Fortune 500 companies, and embarking upon a more-than-two-decades-long wellness journey, Naz has established
herself as not only a wellness thought leader but as the CEO of her own successful company. As someone who has
worked with Naz and her company professionally, I can attest that this book provides access to the wealth of knowledge,
practices, and tools that can help companies, as well as individuals, bring well-being and mindfulness into their lives and
the lives of their employees and clients. I highly recommend Pause. Breathe. Choose. to anyone who is either in a
leadership position or aspires to be in one, and to anyone seeking a guide to help them achieve both personal and
professional well-being.”
— Paul Scialla , founder and CEO of Delos and founder of International WELL Building Institute

“A clear and inspiring guide to living, working, and choosing a path of profound well-being.”
— Marc Lesser , former CEO of the Search Inside Yourself Leadership Institute

“Taking responsibility and being accountable for our actions and our choices are cornerstones that I believe will set you
on a path toward your optimum well-being. In her book, Pause. Breathe. Choose., Naz Beheshti brings together years of
passionate service to others, a quest to shine a brighter light on purposeful leadership, and lessons learned from working
closely with one of the greatest innovators and minds of our time. Through this lens we get a rare snapshot and blueprint
of how each and every one of us can apply for the job and succeed at being the CEO of our well-being.”
— Joe Cross , filmmaker, Fat, Sick & Nearly Dead
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Key Selling Points

Way of the Peaceful Warrior, adapted to film in 2006, has sold over 1.5 million copies in the US and inspired
readers worldwide; the author’s other books, including The Life You Were Born to Live and The Laws of Spirit, have
sold millions more
Dan Millman has 20,000 self-subscribed members on his email list, 136,000 Facebook followers, and 28,000
followers on Twitter; during the first half of 2021, his website received more than 90,000 visitors and 3,270,000 hits

Description

Reflections on the extraordinary experiences that shaped Dan Millman’s evolution from youthful dreamer to
spiritual teacher, written to inspire readers on their own quests



In this long-awaited true story of a search for the good life, bestselling author Dan Millman describes his quest for
meaning in the modern world, including the story behind his writing of the spiritual classic, Way of the Peaceful
Warrior. His evolution from childhood dreamer to world-class athlete catapults him, over a span of two decades,
through mind-expanding experiences with four radically different mentors who prepare him for his calling as a down-to-
earth spiritual teacher.

For forty years, through books and seminars, Millman has shown how to live with a peaceful heart and a warrior’s spirit.
This memoir shares his course corrections, wake-up calls, and life lessons as he introduces readers to four key mentors:
the Professor, a Bolivian scientist-mystic; the Guru, an American-born spiritual master; the Warrior-Priest, a martial
artist and metaphysical healer; and finally the Sage, a different sort of psychologist and a servant of reality.

At times rollicking, at times poignant, Millman’s reflections will delight millions of devoted fans and inspire a new
generation of readers because, as he writes, “This story is mine, but the way belongs to us all.”

Author BIO

Dan Millman teaches “the peaceful warrior’s way” in the United States and around the world. Author of eighteen books
published in twenty-nine languages, Millman is a former world-champion athlete, university coach, martial arts
instructor, and college professor. His bestseller Way of the Peaceful Warrior was adapted to a feature film starring Nick
Nolte. Millman and his wife, Joy, live in Brooklyn, New York. PeacefulWarrior.com

Author Residence

Brooklyn, NY

Marketing

10,000-copy first printing
$10,000 marketing budget
National radio and TV interviews
Publicity and promotion targeting personal growth and spirituality publications and blogs
Publicity and promotion in conjunction with author’s events
Promotion on author’s website, www.danmillman.com

Competitive and Comparative Titles

Title
Author
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Author
Last Name ISBN Publisher Pub Date Price Sales

Way of the Peaceful Warrior:
a Book That Changes Lives

Dan Millman 9781932073201 New World
Library

04/13/2006 15.95 500000

Being Ram Dass Ram Dass 9781683646280 Sounds True 01/12/2021 29.99 12000

In My Own Way: an
Autobiography

Alan Watts 9781577315841 New World
Library

05/02/2007 18.95 15000

The Hidden School: Return of
the Peaceful Warrior

Dan Millman 9781501169687 Simon &
Schuster

04/03/2018 16.99 10000



Review Quotes and Endorsements

Praise for the Peaceful Warrior trilogy:

“In Way of the Peaceful Warrior, Dan Millman established himself as a master of teaching through story. Now, in this
exciting adventure, he reveals how deep learning can be found in unexpected places. The wisdom he shares will
illuminate many lives.” — Don Miguel Ruiz, author of The Four Agreements

“Dan's new book is must-read journey of transformation. Few other books so skillfully combine story and substance than
this peaceful warrior adventure.” — Tony Robbins, New York Times #1 best-selling author, entrepreneur &
philanthropist

“Dan Millman’s conclusion to his peaceful warrior saga is a remarkable odyssey of life, death and meaning — the fully-
realized completion of a unique spiritual adventure. What a privilege to travel this unforgettable journey with him. This
epiphanous work will stay with you long after you’ve read it.” — Ed Spielman, creator of the landmark “Kung Fu”
TV series

“The story is fun and engaging. . . . Fans of Millman will enjoy this rousing conclusion to the saga.” — Publishers
Weekly

“A brilliant sequel to a timeless classic. Well done. I highly recommend this treasure.” — Caroline Myss, author of
Anatomy of the Spirit and Sacred Contracts

“Dan's new book, The Hidden School, reminds me of the magic and mystery of the  Way of the Peaceful Warrior. This
suspenseful, often humorous adventure shows the way to our own light, our own music, and our own way home. When I
experienced Adrenal Fatigue Syndrome in Tahiti back in 1986, the  Way of the Peaceful Warrior literally saved my life.
Keep on keepin' on Dan. I'll always be there with and for you. Thank-Q brother.”
— Quincy Jones, Grammy award winning musician, producer, actor and humanitarian

“Way-farers will want to join the journey.” — Booklist

“Millman’s fluid storytelling makes this an easy read.” — Publishers Weekly

“Fans will be pleased. Satisfying both in its execution and in its attempt to add another piece to the puzzle.” — Library
Journal
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Key Selling Points

Builds on the BIPOC Project to highlight the multicultural roots of popular health trends and share them to promote
solidarity and inclusivity
Explores a variety of practices, including yoga, hypnosis, mindfulness, and Ubuntu (social unity)
The author is the founder of Reclaiming Wellness, an online wellness and learning community for healthy living
and was featured on the first season of the ABC primetime show My Diet Is Better Than Yours in 2016
Ciares has been a featured expert for People magazine, Entertainment Tonight, Woman’s World magazine, Whole
Foods, Fox 11 Los Angeles, NPR, and CBS Radio and is a regular contributor to Spanish-language media outlets
like Telemundo



Description

Today’s most effective wellness practices — and their multicultural sources — presented to make optimum
overall health accessible to all

Many of the most popular approaches to mind, body, and spirit wellness are rooted in age-old practices from around the
world and come from communities of color. But today they are typically promoted and used only by dominant culture
elites. No more. In Reclaiming Wellness, Jovanka Ciares reclaims these time- and science-proven modalities to make
them affordable and easy to implement for anyone.

After years of suffering from IBS, ulcers, and fibroids, Ciares embraced alternative therapies like Ayurveda, Traditional
Chinese Medicine, and herbalism. Her fifteen-year journey toward self-healing, peace, and happiness became her
motivation to inspire and support thousands of others to do the same, especially those like herself — educated women of
color who are rarely represented in the billion-dollar industry of health and wellness.

Ciares now speaks to everyone, with emphasis on the people of color who struggle disproportionately with preventable
diseases, to offer: 

practical, affordable, and even fun ways to incorporate plant-based whole foods into even the most time-crunched
routine
lazy-proof means of movement that feel more like self-love than the dreaded “exercise”
techniques of mindfulness, meditation, and visualization that make them meaningful everyday tools
ways to experience nature, music, and community to heal and connect

 Each of the restorative practices Ciares describes honors its historic roots, speaks to our moment, and empowers future
personal and collective healing.

Author BIO

Jovanka Ciares is a certified wellness expert, integrative herbalist, nutrition educator, coach, and author who speaks,
teaches, and offers lectures and workshops in Spanish and English. Jovanka studied nutrition with bestselling author T.
Colin Campbell, PhD, at his Center for Nutrition Studies (in partnership with Cornell University) and herbalism / plant
medicine with Tieraona Low Dog, MD. A native of Puerto Rico, she lives in Los Angeles.

Author Residence

Los Angeles, CA

Marketing

National radio and TV interviews
Southern California publicity and promotion
Advertising in Spirituality & Health and Retailing Insight Magazine
Publicity and promotion targeting health and wellness publications and blogs
Publicity and promotion in conjunction with author’s events
Promotion on author’s website, jovankaciares.com

Competitive and Comparative Titles
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Green Witchcraft: A Practical
Guide to Discovering the Magic
of Plants, Herbs, Crystals, and
Beyond

Paige Vanderbeck 9781646115648 Rockridge 02/25/2020 14.99 100000

The Healing Self Deepak Chopra 9780451495525 Random
House

01/30/2018 26 97000

Vibrant: A Groundbreaking
Program to Get Energized, Own
Your Health

Stacie Stephenson 9781950665822 Benbella 03/23/2021 29.95 95000

The Future of Nutrition T. Colin Campbell 9781950665709 Benbella 12/15/2020 27.95 10000

Greenpring: Plant-based Diet,
Best Body, Better World

Marco Borges 9781984823106 Random
House

12/31/2018 27.99 65000
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Key Selling Points

Combined sales of over 72,000 copies of We Are the Luckiest in print, ebook, and audiobook.

The author started the Luckiest Club during the pandemic when sobriety groups weren’t meeting in person as a virtual
alternative. It now has over 3,000 members from all over the world and features a team of 18 facilitators running 27
sobriety support meetings each week. Over 50 subgroups meet in person based on location and interest. The Luckiest
Club will have its first in-person community event, LUCKYCON, in Fall 2022.

After the success of her previous podcasts Home (with Holly Whitaker) and Spiritualish, the author recently launched
the podcast Tell Me Something True with executive producer Mikel Ellcessor, the cocreator of Radiolab.



Description

“We Are the Luckiest is a masterpiece. It’s the truest, most generous, honest, and helpful sobriety memoir I’ve
read. It’s going to save lives.”
— Glennon Doyle, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Love Warrior: A Memoir

What could possibly be “lucky” about addiction? Absolutely nothing, thought Laura McKowen when drinking brought
her to her knees. As she puts it, she “kicked and screamed . . . wishing for something — anything — else” to be her
issue. The people who got to drink normally, she thought, were so damn lucky.

But in the midst of early sobriety, when no longer able to anesthetize her pain and anxiety, she realized that she was
actually the lucky one. Lucky to feel her feelings, live honestly, really be with her daughter, change her legacy. She
recognized that “those of us who answer the invitation to wake up, whatever our invitation, are really the luckiest of all.”

Here, in straight-talking chapters filled with personal stories, McKowen addresses issues such as facing facts, the
question of AA, and other people’s drinking. Without sugarcoating the struggles of sobriety, she relentlessly emphasizes
the many blessings of an honest life, one without secrets and debilitating shame.

Author BIO

Laura McKowen had a successful career in public relations and the Mad Men–esque drinking culture of advertising.
After getting sober, she became recognized as a fresh voice in recovery, beloved for her soulful and irreverent writing
online and in print. She now leads sold-out retreats and courses, teaching people how to say yes to a bigger life. She
lives outside Boston.

Author Residence

Nahant, MA

Marketing

10,000-copy first printing
$10,000 marketing budget
50-city Morning Drive radio tour
National radio and TV interviews
Advertising in Spirituality & Health and Amazon Advertising
Publicity and promotion targeting health, psychology, and addiction publications and blogs
Promotion on author’s website, www.lauramckowen.com
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Quit Like a Woman: The Radical
Choice to Not Drink in a Culture
Obsessed with Alcohol

Holly Whitaker 9781984825070 Dial Press 01/12/2021 18 60000

This Naked Mind: Control
Alcohol, Find Freedom, Discover
Happiness & Change Your Life

Annie Grace 9780525537236 Avery 01/02/2018 18 130000

The Alcohol Experiment:
Expanded Edition: A 30-Day,
Alcohol-Free Challenge To
Interrupt Your Habits and Help
You Take Control

Annie Grace 9780593330241 Avery 09/29/2020 18 9000

We Are the Luckiest: The
Surprising Magic of a Sober Life

Laura McKowen 9781608686544 New World
Library

01/07/2020 25.95 24000

The Sober Curious Reset: Change
the Way You Drink in 100 Days
or Less

Ruby Warrington 9780762472703 Running
Press

12/01/2020 17.99 2500

Review Quotes and Endorsements

“Laura McKowen’s fearless, eloquent, powerful story is an ode to living an awakened life. Yes, this is a book about
getting (and staying) sober, but it’s so much more than that. It’s about embracing the beautiful messiness of being
human. Readers of We Are the Luckiest are lucky indeed.”
— Dani Shapiro, New York Times bestselling author of Inheritance: A Memoir of Genealogy, Paternity, and Love

“Heartbreakingly candid and brave, Laura McKowen takes us on an unflinching journey of what it means to get sober.
We Are the Luckiest explores what it means to reclaim one’s life — and more. An unforgettable, soulful read.”
— Ann Dowsett Johnston, author of Drink: The Intimate Relationship Between Women and Alcohol

“Vulnerability sounds great in theory and is hard as hell in practice. Laura McKowen writes with grace and wisdom —
but also with huge vulnerability. By telling her story with raw, unflinching honesty, she invites us to look at our own
stories with new compassion.”
— Claire Dederer, bestselling author of Poser: My Life in Twenty-Three Yoga Poses and Love and Trouble: A
Midlife Reckoning

“A candid exploration of the challenges and joys of sobriety, both getting there and staying there. [McKowen] is a frank
and vulnerable excavator of the mess that accumulates in all our lives, not just those who struggle with drink or drugs,
and she reminds us that addictions can take many different forms.”
— Boston Globe

“This brilliant work of writing may hit closer to home than you’d expect.”
— Parade



“Timely, defiant, and beautifully written. . . . Imbued with emotional honesty and hope, We Are the Luckiest urges a
gentle curiosity and self-compassion for even our darkest places.”
— Mindful

“Laura speaks to that place within us where what breaks our heart becomes our highest learning and our most invaluable
currency.”
— Elena Brower, bestselling author of Practice You

“Raw, deep, and hopeful.”
— Foreword

“Laura McKowen is a stunning writer, and this book is a gift for everyone: the newly sober, those with longtime
sobriety, those for whom the sands are beginning to shift, and those who simply aren’t sure where they stand. This is
beautiful, revelatory writing filled with grace and awareness about what it means to be a complicated human being living
in a complicated world, and not only surviving but thriving. It will be a blessing for everyone who reads it.”
— Elissa Altman, author of Motherland: A Memoir of Love, Loathing, and Longing

“Affecting, heartfelt . . . McKowen’s moving story will be a boon to those seeking help with addiction.”
— Publishers Weekly

“In a voice both direct and kind, Laura McKowen shines a shame-erasing light on her history of addiction and
illuminates the lucky life she found in its wake. Through personal stories and practical advice, she offers readers a path
to the other side of their own struggles — and more importantly, she illustrates with eloquence and vividness why that
path is more than worth the effort. As a person in long-term sobriety, even I found inspiration and useful tips in this
warm, compassionate book.”
— Kristi Coulter, author of Nothing Good Can Come from This

“McKowen’s narrative serves to inspire and uplift.”
— Library Journal

“ We Are the Luckiest is a hope-inducing dose of narrative medicine for those who fear that life ends after drinking does.
Like a long, honest conversation with a very good friend, Laura’s story is a gift to anyone starting out on that scary,
lucky path.”
— Melissa Febos, author of Whip Smart and Abandon Me

“ We Are the Luckiest is ultimately about the wild and holy effort of trying to face this great big unsayable love inside us
without numbing ourselves from its blazing truth or distancing ourselves from the fact that it’s here with us, whether we
ever believe we’re worthy of it or not. Laura McKowen’s words are drenched with proof of the existence of this
unsayable love, and with hope that it’s never too late for any of us to begin to say yes to a life that’s courageously present
to it.”
— Meggan Watterson, Wall Street Journal bestselling author of Mary Magdalene Revealed

“Inspiring, sincere, and full of heart.”
— Shelf Awareness
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Key Selling Points

The author is both a spiritual teacher in the tradition of Don Miguel Ruiz and Eckhart Tolle and a sought-after
motivational speaker and inclusivity consultant (Johns Hopkins University, NYC Department of Education,
Greenpeace, McKinsey)
Rose’s perspective growing up LGBTQ in an unwelcoming environment, his leadership within social justice
movements, and his years working for change in governmental, educational, and corporate environments give him a
powerfully practical and inspirational voice
Charmingly illustrated insights give readers (including his 21,000+ followers on social media) practical and



personal ways to effect real change

Description

A truly unique approach to turning self-understanding and self-love into radical caring for others and collective
change

Aaron Rose came to his work as a motivational speaker, transformational coach, and inclusivity leader through his
background both experiencing rejection for being LGBTQ within a religious family and being moved to early activism
by the conflict and inequality he witnessed growing up in 1990s New York City. But his message is for anyone who feels
misunderstood, worries about the seemingly sorry state of the world, and wonders what the heck they can possibly do.

Rose’s hard-won optimism and refreshingly frank approach to spirituality and social change guide readers to believe in
the purpose and possibility each of them holds to not only overcome their personal histories but to contribute to a better
world. Rose’s examples and instructions are never pie-in-the-sky but real-world and pragmatically empowering. In
addition to his wise words, You Came Here for Greatness also includes Rose’s simple yet profound illustrations, which
reward repeated viewing with fresh insight, inspiration, and even laughter. The result is both self-transforming and
potentially world-changing.

Author BIO

Aaron Rose is a transformational coach, motivational speaker, spiritual teacher, and inclusivity consultant. He has
impacted millions by designing programs for social and cultural healing for organizations including Johns Hopkins
University, Sandy Hook Promise, the USDA, and the NYC Department of Education. His signature approach to cultural
consulting, diversity education, and heart-centered leadership has also affected thousands through major companies and
organizations such as McKinsey and Greenpeace. Rose lives on the unceded Tonkawa, Apache, and Comanche land
known as Austin, Texas.

Author Residence

Austin, TX

Marketing

10,000-copy first printing
$10,000 marketing budget
National radio and TV interviews
Southern California publicity and promotion
Publicity and promotion targeting spirituality and personal growth publications and blogs
Publicity and promotion in conjunction with author’s speaking engagements
Promotion on author’s website www.thearonrose.com
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The Leap: The Psychology of
Spiritual Awakening

Steve Taylor 9781608684472 New World
Library

02/15/2017 17.95 12000

Think Like a Monk Jay Shetty 9781982134488 Simon &
Schuster

09/08/2020 27 400000

Becoming Supernatural Joe Dispenza 9781401953119 Hay House 03/15/2019 19.99 200000

Energy Speaks: Messages from
Spirit on Living, Loving, and
Awakening

Lee Harris 9781608685950 New World
Library

03/26/2019 15.95 12000
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